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PROJECT PROGRESS



The piling activities are nearing completion with less than 20
piles left to be installed from a total of 235.
The ground works have commenced with the first of three
concrete cores underway.
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University Gardens will be closed to private vehicles entering
from University Avenue from 11th April 2018 to allow
construction access to the Learning & Teaching Hub site.
We will install solid hoarding on University Gardens as part of
this closure which will replace the heras fencing currently in
place.
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The piling works will complete for the 30th of March, allowing
the foundations and remaining two concrete cores to progress.
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ISSUE NO 3

WEB PORTAL FOR CAMPUS
DEVELOPMENT LAUNCHED
www.campusdevelopment.co.uk
Multiplex has launched the University of Glasgow Campus Development web portal;
This web portal will provide information, updates and news on our progress as we transform the University of
Glasgow’s Gilmorehill Campus.
Keep up to date with progress photographs, subscribe to our monthly newsletters and find out about
community events and workshops. The “Opportunities” page contains information on job, work placement,
business and research opportunities at the Campus Development.

International Women’s Day

Multiplex marked International Women’s Day with
engaging, interactive discussion-based workshops.

GUSTS

In Glasgow we discussed how Multiplex and the
construction industry can attract more women and
increase diversity within our workforce.

Multiplex, WSP and the University of Glasgow
presented to the Glasgow University Sustainable
Technologies Society (GUSTS). A follow up session
has been arranged to discuss potential research
projects and how these can be taken forward.

Computing Science Collaboration

Community Benefits Workshop

10 Computing Science students were tasked with
researching and developing a mobile app for the
Campus Development. They presented to the rest of
their course and the project team on their app and what
they had learned from the process.

Multiplex and Careys presented to the Department
for Work & Pensions and their partners on the
Campus Development, demonstrating the
opportunities for local employment and training.

